Product Data

DRI-SPI
Dry Spray Air
Freshener & Deodorizer

Destroys Odor
Source
Will Not Stain
Clothing and
Furniture
No Wet or
Messy Fallout

DRI-SPI...Performance in Action.
NO MESSY FALLOUT. DRI-SPI is a
completely and totally dry spray. No wet or messy
fallout to land on furniture, clothes or the floor.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: No slippery or
dangerous floors. Keeps work and public
contact areas safe.
NEUTRALIZES ODORS. Tobacco, mustiness,
stale air and other undesirable odors are attacked
at the source and eliminated when DRI-SPI is
sprayed in the air. DRI-SPI is also effective against
odors trapped in all fabrics, such as clothing,
drapes, upholstery and carpeting.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Long lasting odor
neutralization means less labor time and
product usage.
NON-STAINING. DRI-SPI is safe to use on all
fabrics, even delicate fabrics such as satin or silk.
DRI-SPIcontainnooilsorsolventstostainsurfaces.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: One product for
all your deodorizing needs. Reduces chemical
inventory. Saves money.

...setting performance
standards worldwide...

APPLICATIONS
DRI-SPI is a versatile spraythat neutralizes
tough odors without wet or messy fallout. It
is highly effective in combating odors,
including tobacco trapped in fabrics, such
as clothing, drapes, upholstery and
carpeting, without staining these surfaces.
DRI-SPI is even safe to use on delicate
fabrics such as satin and silk. A special
valve permits spraying even when the can
is held upside-down.
Recommended areas of use for DRI-SPI
include: hotels & motels, bathrooms,
restaurants, schools, locker rooms, nursing
homes, hospitals, carpeting, laundry
hampers, draperies, fabrics, garbage pails,
smoking areas and anywhere odor is a
problem.

DIRECTIONS
To deodorize the air: Spray wherever
odors occur. Allow a few seconds for
fragrance to bloom.
To deodorize textile: Hold can 12-15
inches from surface and direct sprayevenly.
At this distance, spray will not stain even
delicate fabrics.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:

Alcohols, deodorizer,
hydrocarbon
propellants
Type:
Aerosol spray
deodorizer
Specific Gravity: .082
Flash Point:
Non-flammable spray
Toxicity:
Low
Cold Stability:
0 oF
Color:
Clear
Fragrance:
Spice

...setting performance
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